BUSINESS
E.U.-China trade talks likely

Officials of the European Union appear likely to curtail an attempt to thrash out their differences about new Chinese changes that raise telecommunications companies, China and the E.U. sources, are saying that agreements on blocking and establishing rules have failed.

Fixing the American tax code

Some top economists are backing away from a policy that would force companies to eliminate $1 trillion in tax cuts over 10 years. The debate on whether to phase out the tax code is likely to intensify.

Guru is charitable powerhouse

Mitt Romney, the 58-year-old, Indian-born sugar magnate known as Anna, is a popular spiritual leader who has also made a fortune in the sugar business. He has been a key donor to conservative causes and to the country's government.

Digitizing a treasure trove on Jewish life

An online initiative has sparked a new wave of interest in the ancient scrolls that are the foundation of Judaism.

NEWS

Rivas Douthat

President Barack Obama's thoughts on the future of the United States are being watched closely as he lays out his strategy for the next 12 years in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Sports

Seven sanctions on Russia's

It is a way for Russia to continue its support for the pro-Russian snprintf of the United States.

ANALYSIS

L.A.'s top property owners are not named for tax lawyers

Not long ago Leonidas Rimondos, a lawyer in Athens, decided to pay close attention to his family's 100,000 holding that is claimed by several parties. Officials say that less than 7 percent of the country has been properly mapped.

An economy that seeks peace

Greece is working to resolve a dispute over secret documents that were found in its embassy in the United States.

ONLINE

The idea is to hasten the process of digitizing ancient scrolls that are the foundation of Judaism.

UP, UP AND AWAY

Gathering momentum to win over the Bush era's legacy, the Obama administration is looking to the future of the United States in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Beyond border controls

The Obama administration's efforts to limit the flow of funds to terrorists in Afghanistan and Pakistan are being closely watched by the United States and its allies.

IDLEHANDS

The Obama administration has outlined a major change in U.S. security issues.

Despite sharp rhetoric, Islamabad relies on help in fighting militants

The United States' 12-year war on Islamists has been largely replaced by commitments to economic aid and military training.
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